by the deep-penetrating faults (8). Our interpretation suggests that the ongoing formation of the mountain of Taiwan is coupled with the subduction through shearing. The coupling might be spatially heterogeneous and evolve in time as subduction progresses to collision.
Byeong-Gyu Park, 5 Jonathan Denlinger, 6 Yeonjin Yi, 2 Hyoung Joon Choi, 2, 3 Keun Su Kim 1,4 * Black phosphorus consists of stacked layers of phosphorene, a two-dimensional semiconductor with promising device characteristics. We report the realization of a widely tunable band gap in few-layer black phosphorus doped with potassium using an in situ surface doping technique. Through band structure measurements and calculations, we demonstrate that a vertical electric field from dopants modulates the band gap, owing to the giant Stark effect, and tunes the material from a moderate-gap semiconductor to a band-inverted semimetal. At the critical field of this band inversion, the material becomes a Dirac semimetal with anisotropic dispersion, linear in armchair and quadratic in zigzag directions. The tunable band structure of black phosphorus may allow great flexibility in design and optimization of electronic and optoelectronic devices.
T wo-dimensional (2D) atomic crystals have continued to show great potential for application in nanoscale devices (1) . A key issue is controlling their electronic states to overcome the limit of natural properties. Graphene's effectively massless state of charge carriers is a result of the conical band structure (2) . However, the lack of a band gap (E g ) limits the on-off current ratio in planar field-effect transistors (3, 4) , and it has been difficult to reliably achieve a sizable E g without degrading its electronic quality (5-7). It would thus be desirable to realize a 2D system with a widely tunable E g .
A potential candidate is few-layer black phosphorus (BP), a layered material of elemental phosphorus (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . The single-layer BP (or phosphorene) has a honeycomb network similar to graphene but is strongly puckered (armchair-shaped along x and zigzag-shaped along y in Fig. 1A ), rendering its electronic state highly susceptible to external perturbations (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) . The low-energy band structure of phosphorene can be approximated by a bonding and antibonding pair of mainly 3p z orbitals (11, 12) . The corresponding valence band (VB) and conduction band (CB) are located at the zone center (G 2 + and G 4 -states in Fig. 1B ) with the predicted E g of 0.7 to 1.6 eV (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) . For multilayers, the introduction of interlayer coupling reduces E g with increasing film thickness and reaches~0.33 eV in bulk BP (11) (12) (13) (14) . The E g of BP films and nanoribbons has been widely predicted to be tunable by strain (15) (16) (17) and electric field (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) , the latter of which is more viable in gated devices. The electric field affects the real-space distribution of VB and CB states to be shifted in opposite directions to each other. Their potential difference and band mixing lead to a reduction in E g , which is often termed the giant Stark effect (23) (24) (25) (26) . However, despite its potential importance for device applications, little is known experimentally about this effect on the surface of 2D semiconductors under a vertical electric field.
Here we report the realization of a widely tunable E g in BP by means of the in situ deposition of potassium (K) atoms, the well-known technique to induce doping and electric field in 2D van der Waals systems (27) . The K atoms on BP donate charges to the few top phosphorene layers, which are confined to form 2D electron gas near the surface (Fig. 1A, bottom) . The band structure measured by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) at low K density is slightly n-doped with E g greater than 0.6 eV (Fig. 1C) . With increasing dopant density, the electric field from the ionized K donors gradually reduces E g owing to the giant Stark effect, as supported by our density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Consequently, the electronic state of BP is widely and continuously tuned from a moderate-gap semiconductor to a band-inverted semimetal. At the critical dopant density of this band-inverted transition (21, 22) , the electronic state becomes an anisotropic Dirac semimetal (Fig. 1D ). This control mechanism of E g should work in dual-gate BP devices for precisely balancing between high mobility and moderate E g . Figure 1 , E to H, shows a series of ARPES spectra taken along the armchair direction k x with different dopant density near direct E g . As expected for pristine BP (28, 29), in Fig. 1E there is a well-defined VB with a nearly parabolic dispersion and with a vertex at 0.15 eV below the Fermi energy E F (30) . Assuming the reported E g of 0.33 eV (12), our pristine sample is slightly hole-doped, which explains p-type conduction in transport (12) . We use a k·p perturbation formula (31) , widely accepted to fit the band dispersion of narrow-gap semiconductors, to quantify the hole effective mass m x *. The best fit (white line overlaid) yields m x * = 0.08 ± 0.03m e , where m e is the electron rest mass, in good agreement with theoretical calculations (12, 14) .
Upon electron doping by the K deposition on the surface, the overall band structure rigidly shifts down toward high energies ( fig. S2) , so that the magnitude of E g can be directly measured by ARPES. The energy shift of surface bands is accompanied by steep band bending toward the bulk (along z in Fig. 1A ) to form 2D electronic states in a few phosphorene layers, as confirmed by little k z dependence (31) . At low dopant density just before the CB minimum drops below E F (Fig. 1F) , the VB rigidly shifts down, and E g can be estimated at~0.6 eV or slightly greater. This E g of 2D electronic states is smaller than that predicted for monolayer phosphorene (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) and is comparable to those predicted for fewlayer phosphorene (0.3 to 1.0 eV) (13, 14) . With further increasing dopant density, this E g gradually reduces (Fig. 1G ) and becomes zero (Fig.  1H ), which indicates a semiconductor-semimetal transition. At the critical dopant density for this transition, where the VB and CB touch each other, the band dispersion in the armchair direction k x becomes linear (Fig. 1H) , whereas that in the zigzag direction k y remains nearly parabolic ( fig. S3) .
The linear dispersion in k x can be more clearly identified in high-resolution ARPES data (Fig. 2A) . The peak positions follow X-shaped linear bands of the VB (red) and CB (blue) with a crossing point (Fig. 2C ) that is also revealed in the intensity map at the crossing energy (Fig. 2E) . The spectral simulation with linear bands and finite broadening (31) (Fig. 2B) successfully reproduces the experimental data in Fig. 2A . This suggests that BP at the critical density has a spin-degenerate Dirac state as in graphene (3) and Dirac semimetals (21, (32) (33) (34) , which can be stabilized by crystalline symmetry, as explained below. A linear fit yields the velocity of charge carriers v x = 5.1 ± 0.9 × 10 5 m/s, which is about half of that in graphene (2). Fig. 2 , D to G, shows a series of constant-energy intensity maps. The ARPES intensity of band contours is modulated by the matrix-element effect that reflects the symmetry of constituent wave functions in real space (5). The maps above and below the energy of the Dirac point E D (Fig. 2, D and F) show strong suppression along k y with respect to k x . The resultant twofold symmetry of intensity patterns confirms that they originate from BP rather than from K. Taking this matrix-element effect into account, the band contours are ovalshaped with the aspect ratio r~1.9, which is related to armchair-zigzag anisotropy in Fig. 1A . Around the contour, the band dispersion gradually changes from linear along k x to quadratic along k y ( fig. S4 ). These results support the picture of the anisotropic band crossing (Fig. 1D) , (Fig. 1B) . Sim.
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which is reproduced by DFT calculations, as shown below.
To systematically follow the evolution of the band structure, we display a 3D representation of ARPES spectra as a function of dopant density N in Fig. 3A . The constant-energy cut at E F shows that the Fermi momentum k F of the CB steadily increases. We estimate the electron concentration n based on Luttinger's theorem as pk F 2 r that corresponds to the area enclosed by ovalshaped contours at E F . We found that n is linearly proportional to N ( fig. S6) , which indicates monotonic charge transfer from dopants to phosphorene layers. In the constant-momentum cut at k x = 0, diamonds and circles denote the positions of the VB maximum (E v ) and CB minimum (E c ), respectively. At the initial stage of doping, the G 2 + state at E v has rapidly shifted down until the G 4 -state at E c drops below E F . As N is increased further, the center energy E 0 = (E v + E c )/ 2 slowly shifts down, whereas the G 2 + and G 4 -states get progressively closer to each other and eventually cross at the critical density N c = 0.36 monolayers (ML) (n = 8.3 × 10 13 cm
), where band inversion occurs. The magnitude of E g is calculated as E c -E v and is plotted as a function of N in Fig. 3B . As can be seen from the figure, E g is widely and continuously tunable in the range of +0.6 to -0.2 eV.
We performed DFT calculations based on fourlayer BP with a single K atom on each 2-by-2 surface unit cell (corresponding to N~0.4 ML in experiments). To effectively describe a lower K density, we increase the vertical distance d between K and BP (2.76 Å at equilibrium) such that the effect of K donors is gradually reduced without change in the supercell size (31) . A series of band calculations as a function of d reproduces key aspects of our experimental observations, the variation of E g and resultant semimetalsemiconductor transition (red circles in Fig. 3B) . Furthermore, at E g~0 (d = 3.67 Å), the bands along k x are linearly dispersing near E D , whereas those along k y remain parabolic (Fig. 3C) , as observed experimentally. N c in Fig. 3B corresponds to the critical point of the band-inverted transition, where the topological invariant quantity Z 2 switches between 0 and 1 (21), induced by electric field rather than spin-orbit interaction. At this quantum critical point, the system is predicted to be in an unusual Dirac semimetal state (32) in which the band crossing along the rotational symmetry axis (the y axis, zigzag) is quadratic, whereas that along the other axis (the x axis, armchair) is linear. Our results thus collectively identify the formation of the anisotropic Dirac semimetal state at N c , resulting from the characteristic puckered structure of phosphorene.
We now discuss the control mechanism of E g . Figure 3D shows partial charge densities of E v and E c points in Fig. 3C , separated by a tiny gap (less than 10 meV) to avoid their degeneracy. The spatial distributions of E v and E c states, which are uniform in pristine BP ( fig. S9) , become strongly separated in opposite directions, indicating an electric field generated by the ionized K donors. The E c states, which have a positive effective mass along z, freely move toward the positive electrical potential, whereas the E v states, which have a negative effective mass along z, are pushed within the body of the BP layers (12). As stated above, this marked spatial separation of E v and E c states explains the variation of E g by the giant Stark effect (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) . Band calculations for four-layer BP under external electric field confirm the similar reduction in E g (with no change in E F ) and the band crossover at the critical field of~0.19 V/Å. From this value, we quantify the Stark coefficient S L for four-layer BP as~3 Å (24), which is comparable to those predicted for few-layer BP (19, 21) and transition metal dichalcogenides (25, 26) . Because S L is known to increase with film thickness (19, 21) , the critical field for bulk BP (or thicker BP films) would be smaller than the practical dielectric strengths of SiO 2 and h-BN. Our work thus demonstrates the giant Stark effect in BP as an efficient control mechanism of E g , which is generally attainable in 2D semiconductors and devices composed of these materials. , and its cross sections are shown in dark blue. Yellow and orange balls represent P and K atoms, respectively.
